Ergonomic. Innovation.
World’s best sleep.

TEMPRAKON ZONE PILLOWS
Sleep is essential for our well-being, health, and energy in everyday
life. Temprakon Zone is developed based on the latest technology,
knowledge of sleep - combined with the best from nature.
Temprakon Zone complements the body’s temperature zones.
One of the body’s ways to ensure a constant temperature is heat
radiation from the skin’s surface.
The body sends heat to the skin, which is then emitted as radiant
heat.

WITHOUT TEMPRAKON TECHNOLOGY

As you sleep, your body changes temperature and the body has a
shifting need to get rid of the heat.
A constant temperature ensures a more even and calm night’s sleep.
Temprakon Zone has small microcapsules in our duvets and filling.
They respond to the temperature. If it is hot - they absorb heat. If it
is cool they release heat. This ensures a more even temperature and
better sleep.

WITH TEMPRAKON TECHNOLOGY

Temprakon Zone combines the best of nature and state-of-the-art technology. The cooling material is made from natural wood fibres and all our
down has the highest animal-ethics standards.
The body also regulates the temperature through evaporation from the
skin. The body sends the heat to the skin’s surface, and here it is released
as moisture. The body often releases more than 1/2 litre of fluid at night. It
is therefore important that pillows can absorb moisture, and direct it away
from the body.
Temprakon Zone technology microcapsules absorb excess moisture from
the body. This provides an optimum dry and fresh sleeping environment
that creates the best conditions for a good night’s sleep.
Temprakon Zone has extra breeze zones with extra open ventilation holes
in the sides. This ensures that excess heat, humidity and moisture are
more easily led away from the body.
Moisture is the optimal climate for bacteria and dust mites. All Temprakon
Zone down is treated with natural oils, such as Margosa. FRESH-treatment
is an extremely effective antimicrobial technology which eliminates dust
mites.

360° PERFORMANCE SLEEP
Temprakon is an expert in better sleep. We call it 360˚performance sleep.
It’s all about your sleep.

MIND

MIND: Your mental state, stress, mood, habits and mental flow.
BODY: Your physical needs, fitness, eating and exercise habits.
BED: your sleeping environment with choice of duvets, pillows and mattresses.
ROOM: your surroundings with light, sound and other disturbances.

BODY

BED

ROOM

X-ZONE PILLOW
Temprakn X-Zone is an ergonomic pillow
with supportive foam core.
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Perfect for those who sleep on their side or back.
Supporting foam core and luxury down layer for
optimal comfort.
• Ergonomic pillow
• Supporting foam core
• Not Adjustable in height
• Surrounded by soft down
• Suitable for those who sleep more
on their side or back

ERGONOMIC

V-ZONE PILLOW
Temprakon V-Zone is a three-layered pillow.
Extremely soft, down filling and supportive core inside.
The pillow can be adjusted to optimise your needs.
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Perfect for those who want a softer ergonomic pillow.
Designed with patented plus memory foam clusters
and surrounded by luxury down.
Formable and height adjustable.
• 3 layer pillow
• Supporting core of Plus+ memory foam
that can be adjusted in height
• Surrounded by soft down

PATENTED PLUS + MEMORY FORM

• Suitable for those who want a soft and
formable ergonomic pillow

U-ZONE PILLOW
Temprakon U-Zone has a unique 2-height foam core.
In addition, the pillow can be adjusted in height.
An extremely soft down filling.
The pillow can be adjusted to optimise your needs.
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Perfect for those who want extra neck support.
Designed with avidorm foam core and luxury down.
Height adjustable.
• Ergonomic pillow
• Uniquely shaped avidorm foam core
• Adjustable in height
• Surrounded by soft down
• Suitable for those who want extra headrest

UNIQUE FOAM CORE

TEMPRAKON ZONE PILLOWS
Sometimes the smallest innovation is the biggest revolution. Temprakon was originally created with the
technology and microcapsules from NASA’s space suits that helped astronauts regulate temperature
under extreme conditions in space. Temprakon sets new standards for duvets and pillows - and for
more than 15 years has provided better sleep to thousands of customers.
The Temprakon Zone series has taken space technology to new heights.
A little step closer to the perfect sleep.

BETTER SLEEP AT WWW.TEMPRAKON.COM
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